
‘PAW STAR GAME’ 
 

PRODUCTION BIOS 
 

JD ROTH (Executive Producer) — Executive Producer JD Roth, along with producing partner 
Todd A. Nelson, is founder and CEO of 3 Ball Productions (now Eyeworks USA). JD is one of 
television’s most prolific and compelling producers of transformational reality TV. JD has also 
logged considerable time in front of the camera. As a child actor, he appeared in countless 
commercials, sitcoms and soaps, but is best known as the host of two hit kids’ game shows: 
“Fun House” and “Endurance.” Currently, JD serves as Executive Producer of ABC’s hit reality 
series “Extreme Weight Loss,” which follows super-obese individuals over the course of an 
entire year as they work to shed hundreds of pounds and regain their lives. JD also served as 
executive producer of NBC’s “The Biggest Loser,” in which he and Nelson received the 
Promax/BDA Brand Builder Award, honoring them for their work in making the show a powerful 
brand and an instantly recognizable media entity. The leaders in the “transformation television” 
genre, Roth and Nelson also produce several series, including “I Used to be Fat” for MTV, 
“Flying Wild Alaska” for Discovery, “Bar Rescue” for Spike, “My Cat from Hell” for Animal Planet, 
“Texas Women” for CMT and “LA Hair” for WE. Other series include “MasterChef” for FOX and 
the worldwide franchise “Beauty and the Geek,” as well as “Age of Love” (NBC), “Breaking 
Bonaduce” and “The Pick-Up Artist” (VH1), “Hammer Time” (A&E), “Fourth and Long” (Spike), 
“Groomer Has It” (Animal Planet) and “California Lottery: Make Me a Millionaire.” 
 

### 

TODD A. NELSON (Executive Producer) — Executive Producer Todd A. Nelson, along with 
producing partner JD Roth, is founder and CEO of 3 Ball Productions (now Eyeworks USA). 
Todd is one of television’s most prolific and compelling producers of transformational reality TV. 
Todd began his career working in labor, production and management at various television 
production and studio facilities. He eventually became tour manager for the kids’ hit game show 
“Fun House,” hosted by JD Roth. The two teamed to produce the series “Zooventure” and its 
subsequent national and international live tours, which helped launch not only Discovery 
Networks’ Animal Planet, but Todd and JD’s company, 3 Ball Productions. Currently, Todd 
serves as Executive Producer of ABC’s hit reality series “Extreme Weight Loss” and Spike’s “Bar 
Rescue.” Todd also served as executive producer of NBC’s “The Biggest Loser,” in which he and 
JD received the Promax/BDA Brand Builder Award, honoring them for their work in making the 
show a powerful brand and an instantly recognizable media entity. The leaders in the 
“transformation television” genre, Nelson and Roth also produce several series, including “I 
Used to be Fat” for MTV, “Flying Wild Alaska” for Discovery, “My Cat from Hell” for Animal 
Planet, “Texas Women” for CMT and “LA Hair” for WE. Other series include “MasterChef” for 
FOX, and the worldwide franchise “Beauty and the Geek,” as well as “Age of Love” (NBC), 
“Breaking Bonaduce” and “The Pick-Up Artist” (VH1), “Hammer Time” (A&E), “Fourth and Long” 
(Spike), “Groomer Has It” (Animal Planet), and “California Lottery: Make Me a Millionaire.” 
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BRANT PINVIDIC (Executive Producer) — Brant Pinvidic serves as President at Eyeworks 
USA (formerly 3 Ball Productions) where he has developed more than three dozen shows for 
the company, including “Extreme Weight Loss” (in season 4 on ABC), “Bar Rescue” (in season 4 
on Spike and the network's #1 show across all male demos) and “My Big Fat 
Revenge” (Oxygen), among others.  Prior to joining Eyeworks, Pinvidic was Senior Vice 
President of Programming and Development for TLC, where he was instrumental in the launch 
of several successful series for the new channel, including “Jon & Kate Plus 8.” 
 

### 
 
ADAM KALOUSTIAN (Executive Producer) —Adam joined the Eyeworks team in 2007 on 
the hit reality series “The Biggest Loser.”  He has since served as an Executive Producer on hit 
shows such as “My Cat From Hell,” “I Used To Be Fat,” “Texas Women,” “Family S.O.S With Jo 
Frost,” “Roseanne’s Nuts” and “Opposite Worlds” airing in January on Syfy.  Adam works as the 
SVP of Development and Current Series. 
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